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Energy Optimized Subthreshold VLSI Logic Family With Unbalanced
Pull-Up/Down Network and Inverse Narrow-Width Techniques
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Abstract— Ultralow-energy biomedical applications have urged the
development of a subthreshold VLSI logic family in standard CMOS.
This brief proposes an unbalanced pull-up/down network, together with
an inverse narrow-width technique, to improve the operating speed of
the individual logic cell. Effective logical efforts save both power and
die area in the process of device sizing and topology optimization. Three
experimental 14-tap 8-bit finite impulse response filters optimized for
ultralow-voltage operation were fabricated in 0.18-µm CMOS. Measurements show that the optimized 0.45 and 0.6 V libraries achieve minimum
energy operations at 100 kHz, with a figure-of-merit of 0.365 (at 0.31 V)
and 0.4632 (at 0.39 V), respectively. They correspond to 35.96% and
18.74% improvements, and the overall performances are well comparable
with the state of the art.

Index Terms— CMOS, device sizing, electrocardiography (ECG), finite impulse response (FIR) filter, inverse narrow
width (INW), logical effort, process–voltage–temperature (PVT)
variations, subthreshold standard logic library, ultralow energy,
ultralow voltage.
I. I NTRODUCTION
With substantial energy reduction achieved in subthreshold
operation as evidenced by the minimum energy point theory [1],
VLSI logic family operating beneath the threshold voltage (VT ) is
favored for wearable/implantable biomedical systems that require
low-to-moderate computation speed with stringent power budget.
However, the reduced overdrive voltage can dramatically worsen
the device susceptibility in delay and noise margin due to process,
voltage, and temperature (PVT) variations [2]. This inevitably leads
to suboptimal performance in terms of power, delay, and area, and
even logic failure in the worst case.
Traditionally, a balanced pull-up (PU) and pull-down (PD) network approach is preferred in logic cell design, which is important
for subthreshold cell design to have a comparable PU/PD driving
capability [3], [4]. Even though this can be readily achieved by either
upsizing the pMOS in the PU network or stacking the nMOS in the
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PD network, the area overhead can lead to extra loading excessive
leakage power, and also a suboptimal energy efficiency even with
an identical total width as the unbalanced one [to be detailed in
Fig. 1(a)]. In [5], a balanced PU/PD network is achieved using a body
biasing scheme. This, however, requires extra monitoring blocks and
can incur considerable power and area penalties. In [6], the statistical
distribution of the drain–source current, rather than the current itself,
is investigated to achieve the balanced networks. In [7], the reverse
channel (RSC) effect is used for device optimization by increasing the
channel length to have an optimal VT and higher driving capability.
Yet, the RSC effect may not be readily applicable to all the technology
nodes.
This brief describes a subthreshold standard cell library targeting
ultralow-energy biomedical applications. To improve the energy efficiency, the unbalanced PU/PD network, logical effort, and inversenarrow-width (INW) techniques are exploited. The unbalanced
PU/PD network achieves a better energy efficiency, and the enhanced
influence from PVT variations is carefully verified with butterfly
Monte Carlo simulations. Analytical delay models [8] for subthreshold circuits are utilized to predict the propagation delay with good
accuracy. The logical effort [9] is utilized to qualitatively provide the
delay spread estimate, as well as to distinguish dissimilar topologies
of a particular logic and help determine an optimal architecture. The
INW effect [10] is exploited for circuit level optimization. Instead
of using the smallest width per finger for both pMOS and nMOS
transistors as in [11], analysis and silicon implementation of the
INW effect using the power-delay-product (PDP) metric is initiated
for optimal gate performance. An entity of 56 power-optimized
subthreshold logic cells is implemented in standard 0.18-μm CMOS.
With them, three 14-tap 8-bit finite impulse response (FIR) filters
optimized at different supplies for electrocardiography (ECG) signal
transformation are demonstrated and compared. The achieved figureof-merit (FoM) compares favorably with the state of the art [12].
Section II presents the detailed implementation of the proposed
library in standard 0.18-μm CMOS. Section III reports the measurement results of three FIR filters to validate the benefits of the
proposed library. Section IV concludes this brief.
II. S TANDARD C ELL S IZING
A. Single-Stage Gates Design
Single-stage gates, such as INV, NOR, and NAND, are scaled with
reference to the basic inverter [4]. As defined in [1], the total energy
consumed by an arbitrary circuit is modeled as follows:
2 +W I
E Total = Ceff VDD
eff leakage VDD td L DP

(1)

where E Total is the total energy, Ceff and Weff are the effective
capacitance and width, Ileakage is the leakage current, td is the
propagation delay, and L DP is the logic depth. The smaller
the device sizing, the smaller the Ceff and Weff , and hence, the
smaller the E Total . Typically, a balanced PU and PD network
approach is achieved by increasing the pMOS sizing for comparable
driving capability. Nevertheless, an upsized nMOS increases the
effective capacitance and also the leakage current, thus, will not
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Fig. 1. (a) PDP of an inverter (FO4 loading) with balanced (P/N ratio = 5/1) and unbalanced (P/N ratio = 2/1) PU/PD network versus operating frequency
at 0.3 V. (b) Normalized PDP of an FO4 inverter at various nMOS/pMOS widths at 0.3 V.

Fig. 2.

Basic INVX1, NAND3, and NOR3 logic building blocks.

Fig. 3.

XNOR

gate. (a) Conventional. (b) Pass-gate based [14].

be adequate for biomedical applications with relaxed speed requirements. Fig. 1(a) shows the simulation results of a fan-out of 4 (FO4)
inverter with and without balanced PU and PD networks, and the total
width of the devices is kept identical for a fair comparison. The unbalanced approach can only operate up to ∼4 MHz due to the reduced
noise margin as expected. However, a better PDP merit can be
achieved when compared with the balanced approach, demonstrating
the benefits of using unbalanced implementation in low-to-moderate
speed applications. One the other hand, simulation results show that
a FO4 inverter with unbalanced network can operate up to 450 kHz
in the slow-pMOS, slow-nMOS corner, which is sufficient for the
designs with low-to-moderate speed requirement. Likewise, the PDP
of the unbalanced NAND3, NOR3, and XNOR consistently shows
improvement as in the case of the unbalanced inverter. Fig. 1(b)
plots the PDP of an FO4 inverter at various nMOS/pMOS widths.
The lowest PDP varies according to different nMOS/pMOS widths
due to the INW effect (to be detailed in Section II-C), and should be
selected with different PDP and driving strength considerations.
Fig. 2 shows the reference inverter INVX1 as well as NAND3
and NOR3 employing the resistor model to match the equivalent
resistance, with the three-stack pMOS/nMOS device tripling the
transistor width. As the three-input NAND (NAND3) and NOR (NOR3)
gates provide the worst case PD and PU networks in the library [13]
that have the same voting weight as INVX1, this worst case
PD and PU networks are further adopted to provide stringent conditions to verify the metastability of the remaining gates. Though
the stacked devices are prone to process variation in subthreshold
operations, Monte Carlo simulation shows that they still meet the
speed requirement for biomedical applications. Moreover, INVX1 is
employed as a standard circuit to characterize the propagation delay
and logical effort of each logic cell.

agation delay as a result of different logic topologies. The logical
effort g for a specific logic gate is defined as

Ci
Cb
g=
=
(2)
Cinv
Cinv
where Cb is the combined input capacitance Ci of every signal path i,
and Cinv is the input capacitance of the reference inverter to have
the same driving capability as the logic gate being characterized.
By fixing the gate length L to be minimum as defined by the process,
the input capacitance Ci is only a function of the transistor width Wi ,
and (2) becomes

Wb
Wi
=
.
(3)
g=
Winv
Winv
Without loss of generality, Fig. 3 shows the XNOR gates implemented using the conventional and the pass-gate-based topologies [14], and the corresponding total logical efforts are 11 and 4,
respectively. It is noteworthy that the AND/ OR logic in Fig. 3(a)
can be reduced to NAND/ NAND logic. The pass-gate-based XNOR
gate achieves less logical effort, less energy consumption a more
compact size and also faster operation speed. In addition, the
implemented XOR (XNOR) gate leads to a 9.25% (9.25%) and
58.5% (37.9%) reduction in area and power, respectively, when compared with the conventional NAND2/ NOR2 followed by AOI22/OAI22
approach. The pass gate is applied to overcome the VT loss. And
it is also beneficial to low-voltage operation with the increase in
gate delay readily tolerable for low-to-moderate speed applications,
and is thus selected as a preferred topology for the subthreshold standard library. It is observed in Monte Carlo simulations
that the induced timing variation is comparable with conventional
implementations.

B. Multistage Gates Design

C. Multifinger Transistor Dimensioning

For multistage gates, such as XOR and XNOR, a logical effort
similar to single-stage gates is utilized to capture the signal prop-

Typically, conventional transistor dimension of a specific logic gate
is mainly focused on balancing the driving capability to improve
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Fig. 4. nMOS/pMOS VT versus (a) transistor length (RSC) and (b) transistor
width (INW), at VDD = 0.3 V.

circuit operating speed without much emphasis on the impact of
the INW effect, and which is especially important for multifinger
implementation. This section analyzes the INW effect and its influence on the circuit optimization. As described in [11], with a fixed
transistor length L, the threshold voltage VT is highly dependent on
the transistor width W .
Fig. 4(a) shows the dc simulation result of the extracted threshold
voltage versus device length using the selected 0.18-μm CMOS
process, indicating that the minimum pMOS |VT | and nMOS VT
are located with the largest channel length and that the RSC effect
is not beneficial for the ultralow-energy designs from the adopted
technology process.
The small-geometry threshold voltage expression for an nMOS is
expressed as follows:


Qb
VT = Vfb + ψs +
WLCox


 
rj
2Wd
F
× 1−
1+
−1
1−
(4)
rj
L
W+F
where Vfb is the flat-band voltage, ψs is the surface potential,
Q b is the ionized impurity concentration, Cox is the thin gate oxide
capacitance, Wd is the depth of the gate-induced depletion region,
r j is junction depth, and F is the fringing factor. It can be observed
that W can be optimized to achieve the smallest threshold voltage
with a fixed length L.
Fig. 4(b) shows the simulation result of the extracted threshold
voltage versus device width. Instead of keeping the smallest transistor
width for both nMOS and pMOS, as suggested in [11], minimum VT
imposes a pMOS width in the range of 400–590 nm and an nMOS
width of 220 nm. Moreover, although an upscaled pMOS width yields
a reduced threshold voltage for enhanced driving capability, it also
builds up the intrinsic and extrinsic loading that can affect the overall
performance. Still, with reference to Fig. 1(b), the minimum PDP
region is achieved at an pMOS width of ∼450 nm, and it is also
used as a reference for pMOS width sizing for multifinger transistor
design. The nMOS width should still be 220 nm to achieve the
minimum PDP. On the other hand, the INW effect is highly process
dependent and the optimum transistor width should be selected on
a case-by-case basis, and five different technology nodes have been
observed to exhibit PDP improvements after applying the INW and
the unbalanced techniques in the kilohertz operating region required
in biomedical applications.
D. Driving Strength Design and Metastability Validation
Multiple driving capabilities for different cells having the same
logic function are necessary to drive different output loading.
Conventionally, logic gates with higher driving capabilities are
upsized several integer times that of the weaker gates [11]. As a
consequence, the design margin of the logic cell with higher driving

Fig. 5. Noise margin verification versus NAND3 and NOR3 from layout
extractions with (a) 0.30 V and (b) 0.45 V operations.

Fig. 6.

Derived and optimized static flip-flop from [13].

capability is difficult to be clarified and characterized. Here, the
FO4 structure is adopted as a standard setup for transistor scaling
with increased driving capability to obtain a comparable PU and PD
propagation delay with respect to the basic logic cell.
As mentioned, NAND3 and NOR3 provide the most stringent
PD and PU propagation delays, respectively, and their butterfly
plots [13] are used for characterizing their noise margins, and serve as
a reference for validating the metastability of the remaining gates. The
static noise margin is defined by the largest inscribed square, which
one is able to draw in the butterfly plots, and then the noise margin
is the diagonal of those squares. Fig. 5 shows the corresponding 5-k
Monte Carlo simulation results indicating that the gate under test
has sufficient noise margin to tolerate the worst case transition slope.
Fig. 5(a) shows that the worst case noise margin is stringent with
NOR 3 at 0.3 V, and the logic function is approaching the point of
breakdown. In case of the occurrence of negative noise margin, the
power supply voltage can be increased to guarantee an enough noise
margin, as shown in Fig. 5(b).
E. Sequential Cells Design
The sequential logic elements, such as latch and flip-flop, are indispensable to provide storage logic function. To ensure subthreshold
operation with reduced power consumption, an 18-transistor flip-flop
based on logical effort using (2) and (3) is derived and shown
in Fig. 6. The butterfly plot is also used to verify the metastability
and data retention capability. The proposed D flip-flop (DFF) is
implemented with 18 transistors using the unbalanced technique.
When compared with the conventional balanced 22-transistor imple-
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TABLE I
C OMPARISON OF FIR F ILTERS D ESIGNED U SING S UBTHRESHOLD T ECHNIQUE

Fig. 7.

Die micrographs of 0.18-μm subthreshold FIR test chips.

Fig. 9. Normalized energy/cycle with (a) random input signal and (b) ECG
input signal (black dots indicate the optimum points).

Fig. 8.

Measured functional result of the FIR filters.

mentation, the proposed DFF achieves 7%, 125%, and 48.4% in area,
power (including clock power), and propagation delay reductions,
respectively. For the flip-flops with higher driving capability, the
output stage highlighted in Fig. 6 should be upsized accordingly.
III. M EASUREMENT R ESULTS
To verify the proposed subthreshold standard cell library, a complete set of 56 subcells is implemented in 0.18-μm CMOS with a
threshold voltage of approximately 0.42 V. The 56 proposed cells
exhibit an averaged area saving of 7.13% when compared with
the commercial standard cell library. By keeping identical design
constraints for designing 12-bit FIR filters, the report from RTL
Compiler shows that the power consumption of the FIR filter with
the proposed library achieves approximately 30% improvement when
compared with the one implemented using a commercial library.
On the other hand, three 14-tap 8-bit FIR filters with 8-bit coefficients
targeting on ECG signal transformation are designed. The FIR filters
are synthesized using the previously characterized liberty (.lib) files
(0.3, 0.45, and 0.6 V), while preserving identical design constraints.
Furthermore, the clock gating technique is adopted to reduce dynamic
power consumption. Fig. 7 shows the chip micrographs of the fabricated FIR filters, with active areas of 0.1155, 0.053, and 0.049 mm2 ,
respectively. Note that the 0.3 V design is suboptimal and is included
only for comparison purposes. Its large area is due to the additional
buffers to fulfill the timing specifications during the synthesis and

Fig. 10. Statistical data of the minimum energies measured from 15 chips
(T = 25 °C). (a) Design with 0.45 V .lib. (b) Design with 0.60 V .lib.

layout stages. The combined operating supply voltage and frequency
range coverage are 0.26–0.8 V and 500 Hz–1 MHz, respectively.
Fig. 8 shows the FIR filter structure and the measured functional
output. The normalized energy performance against different supplies
with both random and ECG signals are shown in Fig. 9. It can be
observed that the 0.45 V .lib achieves the lowest minimum energy
point. As expected, due to the increased area, and hence parasitic
capacitance, the circuit designed with the 0.3 V liberty file consumes
the largest normalized energy per cycle. Furthermore, even though
the area consumed by the circuit designed with 0.6 V liberty file
is smaller than the one with 0.45 V liberty file, the normalized
energy consumption is still larger owing to increased dynamic power
consumption. Fig. 10 shows the statistical results of the designs
at room temperature (25 °C). Table I benchmarks this brief with
the state-of-the-art FIR filters that with advanced technology nodes.
Using the FIR FoM described in [5], it can be observed that the
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proposed work achieves comparable performance to state-of-the-art
designs.
IV. C ONCLUSION
Effective circuit techniques and design methodology are proposed
to realize a subthreshold VLSI logic family for biomedical applications. An entity of 56 standard cells was demonstrated in standard
0.18-μm CMOS with VT ≈ 0.42 V. The design framework
involves unbalanced PU/DN network, logical effort, and INW-based
multifinger topology for individual single-stage/multistage gate optimization. With them, three 14-tap 8-bit FIR filters are designed and
measured according to different liberty timing files. The achieved
FoMs at the minimum energy operating points for the 0.45 and 0.6 V
library designs are 0.365 (at 0.31 V) and 0.4632 (at 0.39 V),
respectively; both compare favorably with the state-of-the-art FIR
filter designs.
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